Staff Statement

On Extending the Dungeness Crab Season
For Public Hearing. August 20, 1982

Problem
The June(2J..

1982, hearing was called to consider extending the commercial

Dungeness crab season beyond September 15 to a requested (and advertised) date
of October 15.

The Commission heard testimony favoring October 15, but in

addition received requests for eliminating the closed season.

To properly

consider extension of the season'beyond October 15 which was not advertised,
the Commission opted to delay.making a decision pending receipt of broader
based input on when the season should end, if at all.

The hearing was recessed

until August 20, 1982, when a new closing date will be chosen or the existing
one reaffirmed.

Background
The open season for crab fishing has varied since 1950 (see below).

Closed seasons wereintended'to protect soft-shell crab and provide "hard" crab
at seasons opening.

Year

Open Season

Up to '1948

Open all year

1948 thru 1949

Summer-fall closures, variable

1950 thru 1963

South of Cascade Head November 15-August 15
North of Cascade Head December 15-September 15

1964 thru 1977

December 1-August 15 1/

1978 to present

December 1-September 15

1/ Ext9nsione of up to 30 days wcre nactd 5 timss.

Fishery

Approximately 400 boats landed crab

into

Oregon yearly from 1978 to 1981,

with 80-90% of the effort and catchbeiny made by

the end of May.

The annual

catch made up of male crab over 6¼" ranges from 3 to 18 million pounds on a

9-lOyear cycle.

Effort during the 1977, 1978, and 1979 extensions was 40,

50, and 87 boats, respectively.

They averaged 3 trips each and together

landed 1-2% of the annual catch or up to 350,000 pounds.

Biology

Crab eggs hatch during the winter, with the larva changing
form and going to the bottom in spring.

to the adult

They grow by molting, doing so several
They become

times annually for the first 2 years and annually thereafter.

legal size as 4-year-olds following the molting in early summer in which they

grow an inch or more.

"Filling out

or hardeningtF takes 2 or

complete and may extend through the fall months.
handling of

soft

more months to

Mortality from "reasonable"

crab is thought to be low.

Other States

The opening.of the season for crab in northern California and in Washington

is the same as Orego&s, as is the closing date in Washington.
California.closes July 30.

Northern

Management agencies in both states oppose allowing

fishing during the now closed part of the year.

Industry

Views of producers and processors on an extension or on a year-round
season are being obtained.

from the Columbia

To date, support for either change has come primarily

River area.

Opposition to any change is known to exist.

Demand for crab exists all year, perhaps without great seasonal variation.
Sales are heaviest in the winter because of product availability.
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Di scussi on

The issue before the Commission is one of extending the season 1 month as

requested or up to 2½

months which would eliminate the closed season.

Production

of the crab resource is not a consideration because the catch made during the
period in question would be of legal crab which are designated to be caught
under current management concepts.

It is a matter of utilization but in

regard to when we want toharvest and for reasons other than maximizing the
yield.

Crab hardness or condition is a consideration because total yield could
be maximized by harvesting crab that are 1filled outu and thus are in good
condition.

This could be accomplished by setting the season annually and in

response to crab condition as determined through preseason fishing.

Experience

shows this approach as impractical and leads to using 'averag&' data on crab
condition, timing

(Figure 1), and

fixed seasons.

Accepting that demand for crab exists in the fall months, the matter of
extending the season becomes a question 0f trading off reduced utilization
through handling mortality and retention of underfilled crab to satisfy market
demand and presumably secure industry benefits.

Such a trade was judged

worthwhile in the summer months because of the value of having local crab
available to satisfy the tourist oriented markets and was tolerable because
commercial fishing effort was low, which kept resource loss, due to handling
mortality, small.

However, these conditions reverse in the

demand decreases and fisherman

participation in

fall; tourist

the crab fishery probably will

increase, perhaps greatly, which changes the balance of the trade-off.
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An extension which does less than eliminate the

closed season would

introduce the problem of beginning the annual harvesting of the newly recruited

and/or hardened crab, then interrupting the fishery with a short closed

period

and the attendant costs -of removing, storing and replacing the crab pots.
Because

ugetting

their shared would force fishermen to participate in the

early portion of the season, the extra cost to harvest the resource in gear
handling and pot loss would be large.

To open the crab season to

year-round fishing

would directly eliminate the

need to transport crab pots to and from shore to meet other than

needs for

a portion of the

fleet..

For the rest of the fleet, the usual annual

removal of gear would occur but replacement

In addition, it would

operational

could be done less compellingly.

improve the supply of crab to Oregon markets and, give a

portion of the fleet year-round fishing as crabbers.

It is difficult to say when most of the catch would be taken in an
unrestricted season.

Fishermen competition and processing availability suggest

that a shift to earlier catching and processing could result.

Problems brought by a season opening timed differently than an adjacent

stat&s openiny include (1) enforcing a ban against fishing off the adjacent
states, and (2) encouraging extensive effort shifts to the newly opened areas
thus adding to the cost of harvest.

A commensurate

reduction in

"gear

conflict"

during the spring months could occur.

While there is fleet interest and staff support for evaluating a year-round
season by trying it, there are no apparent offsetting benefits to the state and

to industry for the cost of fishing crab in October and November.
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Gear loss

costs could be higher in proportion to revenues than at other times of the year,
and resource loss due to handling mortality would increase over existing
annual levels.

Because fishing effort would increase, benefits to the individual

fisherman would probably be similar to those currently realized with December
fishing.

Accordingly, the staff does not favor extending the open season to

October 15 or eliminating the closed season.

Recommendation

The staff recommends that no change be made in the season.

Oregon Department.of Fish and Wildlife
Marine Region
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